
Pronin Artem Vyacheslavovich
Male

+7 (904) 3414897
kolog007@gmail.com — preferred means of communication
Another site: https://github.com/lostofan

Reside in: Rostov-na-Donu
Citizenship: Russia, work permit at: Russia
Not ready to relocate, ready for business trips

Desired position and salary

Frontend Developer React
Specializations:

—  Programmer, developer
Employment: full time, work placement
Work schedule: full day, remote working
Desired travel time to work: any

40 000
₽

Work experience — 2 years
April 2019 —
March 2021
2 years

My Own Projects
Rostov-na-Donu, portfolio-jtatwci4o-lostofan.vercel.app/
Industrial Equipment, Machine Tools and Components

• Construction Machines, Equipment, Elevators, Loading, Warehouse Equipment (Promotion,
Wholesale)
• Food Industry and Agriculture Equipment, Packaging Equipment (Manufacturing)
• Construction Machines, Equipment, Elevators, Loading, Warehouse Equipment (Manufacturing)

Frontend-developer
I was developing my pet projects. Improved the layout, studied React and TypeScript more deeply.
Worked with Redux (I prefer Toolkit), Next.JS, SCSS. I am currently working on a Fullstack application.

My works:
1) My portfolio. Multilingual.
React, Next.Js , Typescript
text https://portfolio-ffjwln19l-lostofan .vercel.app

2) A game of the "Cookie clicker" type, in a horror genre.
TypeScript, React, Redux

3) The "Make your Burger" application, where you can make a burger at will from a set of ingredients.
TypeScript, React, Redux
https://serene-phoenix-afb553.netlify.app

https://github.com/lostofan link to my github, where you can get acquainted with all the offers.

Education

Vocational secondary

2016 ВТИТБиД им. Самарского
Наладчик компьютерных сетей
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Key skills
Languages Russian — Native

English — B1 — Intermediate

Skills  JavaScript      React      Redux      TypeScript      Redux toolkit      CSS      CSS3 

 HTML      HTML5      Sass      SCSS      Git 

Further information

About me I am a young and ambitious Frontend developer with a great desire and desire to develop in the
field of web development. I have deep knowledge of HTML, CSS and JavaScript, as well as
experience working with the React framework.

I am sure that my creative approach to problem solving, a combination of logical thinking and
aesthetic perception will allow me to successfully implement functional and pleasant to the eyes of
web application users.

I am ready to accept any technical or creative challenges, as well as to show my abilities in a team
with other developers. I believe that with a team of professionals I will be able to achieve high
results and provide a high-quality user experience through the development of attractive and
intuitive interfaces.

My works:

1) My portfolio. Multilingual.
React, Next.Js , Typescript
https://portfolio-ffjwln19l-lostofan .vercel.app

2) A game of the "Cookie clicker" type, in a horror genre.
TypeScript, React, Redux
https://verdant-rugelach-c00bcf.netlify.app

3) The "Make your Burger" application, where you can make a burger at will from a set of
ingredients.
TypeScript, React, Redux
https://serene-phoenix-afb553.netlify.app

https://github.com/lostofan link to my github, where you can get acquainted with all the offers.
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